Noughts and Crosses

Situation Card 5c

Ben has been called to see the head-teacher. Ben’s mum has made an appointment to see the head-teacher. Ben’s attendance is poor since changing schools. He enjoys lessons and likes his teacher. He does not enjoy break and lunch times. Mark is jealous of Ben. Bradley likes to please Mark and follows him around. Ben thinks if he tells anyone they won’t believe him.
Situation card 5c question sheet

- What do you think is happening in this photograph?
- Why is Ben’s attendance so poor?
- When and where is the bullying occurring?
- Have you ever been in a situation like this?
- How do you think Ben feels?
- What words might you use to describe Mark?
- What words might you use to describe Bradley?
- What do you think Ben should have done?
- Why do you think Clare and Jane are behaving like this?